MAXIMUM BRACKET LOADING x4 CHOCK BRACKET ASSEMBLY
Typical curtain
wall mullion
RECESS
'X'

M6 fixing
(High tensile 10.9)
suitable length
for mullion nose

LOAD (kN)

49.5

Tek fixing
(A2 Ø5.5mm)
suitable length
for mullion nose

49.5

RECESS
'X'

Typical internal mullion
reinforcement
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x2 i-SOL8 + x2 i-SOL8S

i-SOL8S
ULTIMATE LOADING
(BRACKET STRENGTH)

0

Pressure plate area to be
peripherally mastic sealed
around bracket during
assembly
CSK M5x16
(High tensile 10.9)

Light Duty Fix
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Loading is dependant primarily upon the mullion strength, each supplier
has its own strength characteristics - testing has been performed on a
mid range system. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure the mullion
has the sufficient strength necessary for the loading.

Pressure plate area to be
peripherally mastic sealed
around bracket during
assembly
CSK M5x16
(High tensile 10.9)

Heavy Duty Fix

100

20

Specification
i-SOL8S Thermally efficient curtain
wall bracket manufactured from
carbon fibre and 304 stainless
steel support chocks.

20

TORQUE
CSK M5x16 8Nm
Socket M6 17Nm

i-SOL8S chock
assembly
(Stainless Steel)
60

20
20

Chock centres
60mm
Hole centres
20mm

Drilled holes to be
tapped or correct
diameter pilot hole
suitable for fixing
to be used

Factory Preparation

i-SOL8 chock
assembly
(Carbon Fibre)
i-SOL8 chock
assembly
(Carbon Fibre)

240 (x4 Chocks)

'x'

To guarantee zero interstitial
condensation risk.
To attain a minimum ultimate
loading of 4.5kNm combined with
a Chi heat loss value of no more
than 0.24 W/K.

i-SOL8 & i-SOL8S
chocks are identical
dimensionally

Chock Assembly

i-SOL8S

i-SOL8S chock
assembly
(Stainless Steel)
Note
Use mastic sealant
in drilled holes during
assembly of fixings

Date

Oct17

10mm thick profiled
aluminium bracket

Site Installation

CSK M5x16 to be
fastened using
Loctite 243 to
the specified
torque
TORQUE
CSK M5x16 8Nm

Issue

1
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